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NEW UNCENSORED BOOKS FROM AFP
Permanent Record

NEW! Edward Snowden, the man who risked everything to expose the U.S. government’s system of mass
surveillance, reveals for the first time the story of his
life, including how he helped to build that system and
what motivated him to try to bring it down. In 2013,
29-year-old Edward Snowden shocked the world
when he broke with the American intelligence establishment and revealed that the U.S. government was
secretly pursuing the means to collect every single
phone call, text message, and email. The result would
be an unprecedented system of mass surveillance with
the ability to pry into the private lives of every person
on Earth. Six years later, Snowden reveals for the very
first time how he helped to build this system and why
he was moved to expose it. Spanning the bucolic
Beltway suburbs of his childhood and the clandestine
CIA and NSA postings of his adulthood, Permanent
Record is the extraordinary account of a bright young
man who grew up online—a man who became a spy,
a whistleblower, and the internet’s conscience. Hardback, 352 pages, $30.

The Trayvon Hoax: Unmasking the
Witness Fraud that Divided America
NEW! By examining Trayvon Martin’s 750-page cell
phone records, Joel Gilbert discovers that the key witness for the prosecution of George Zimmerman, the
plus-sized 18-year-old Rachel Jeantel, was a fraud. It
was, in fact, a different girl who was on the phone with
Trayvon just before he was shot. She was the 16-yearold named Diamond whose recorded conversation with
attorney Benjamin Crump ignited the public, swayed

President Barack Obama, and provoked the nation’s
media to demand Zimmerman’s arrest. Gilbert’s painstaking research takes him through the high schools of
Miami, into the alleys of Little Haiti, and finally to
Florida State University where he finds Trayvon’s real
girlfriend, the real phone witness, Diamond Eugene.
Gilbert confirms his revelations with forensic handwriting analysis and DNA testing. After obtaining
unredacted court documents and reading vast social
media archives, Gilbert then reconstructs the true story
of Martin’s troubled teenage life and tragic death. Softcover, 272 pages, $17.

Chaos: Charles Manson, the CIA and
the Secret History of the Sixties
NEW! By Tom O’Neill and Dan Piepenbring. Twenty
years ago, when journalist Tom O’Neill was reporting
a magazine piece about the Manson murders, he worried there was nothing new to say. Then he unearthed
shocking evidence of a cover-up behind the “official”
story, including police carelessness, legal misconduct,
and potential surveillance by intelligence agents. When
a tense interview with Vincent Bugliosi—prosecutor of
the Manson Family and author of Helter Skelter—
turned a friendly source into a nemesis, O’Neill knew
he was onto something. But every discovery brought
more questions: Who were Charles Manson’s real
friends in Hollywood? How far would they go to hide
their ties to drugs and prostitution? Why didn’t law
enforcement act on the many chances it had to stop
him? And how did Manson—an illiterate ex-con—turn
a group of peaceful hippies into remorseless killers?
Hardback, 528 pages, $30.

The Articles of Confederation
Explained: A Clause-by-Clause Study
of America’s First Constitution

NEW! In this important primer, award-winning historian Col. Lochlainn Seabrook takes an in-depth look at
the 13 Articles of Confederation, first formulated in
1777. The complete and original text of each article is
provided, along with a clear and simple explanation
describing its meaning and true purpose. Also included
is a list of the 10 presidents of the U.S. Confederacy,
who served, according to specifications laid out in
Article Nine, between the years 1779 and 1789.
Discover for yourself why some of America’s greatest
thinkers—such as the author’s cousin Patrick Henry—
embraced the Articles of Confederation and argued
against the Constitution and against a more powerful
central government. Softcover, 48 pages, $10.

The Death of the West: How Dying
Populations and Immigrant
Invasions Imperil Our Country
NEW! The national bestseller that shocked the nation,
Pat Buchanan’s The Death of the West is an unflinching
look at the increasing decline in Western culture and
power. The Death of the West details how a civilization,
culture, and moral order are passing away and foresees
a new world order that has terrifying implications for
our freedom, our faith, and the preeminence of
American democracy. The Death of the West is a timely,
provocative study that asks the question that quietly
troubles millions: Is the America we grew up in gone
forever? Hardback, 496 pages, $25.

SEE INSIDE FOR MORE GREAT UNCENSORED BOOKS FROM AFP.
ITEMS MARKED “NEW” HAVE BEEN ADDED SINCE OUR LAST CATALOG.
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MORE NEW UNCENSORED BOOKS!
The True Story of the Bilderberg Group
NEW! Delving into a world once shrouded in complete
mystery and impenetrable security, this investigative
gem from Daniel Estulin provides a fascinating account
of the annual meetings of the world’s most powerful
people—the Bilderberg Group. Since its inception in
1954 at the Bilderberg Hotel in the small Dutch town
of Oosterbeek, the Bilderberg Group has been comprised
of European prime ministers, American presidents, and
the wealthiest CEOs from across the world, all coming
together to discuss the economic and political future of
humanity—and how they can profit from global events.
The working press has never been allowed to attend,
nor have statements ever been released on the attendees’
conclusions or discussions, which have ramifications
for the citizens of the world. Using methods that
resemble the spy tactics of the Cold War—and in
several instances putting his own life on the line—the
author did what no one else besides AFP’s Jim Tucker
has managed to achieve: He learned what was being
said behind the closed doors of the opulent hotels and
made it available to the public. This second edition includes an entirely new chapter and updated information
on topics such as an earlier attempt to break up Canada
and the portents of the North American Union.
Softcover, 416 pages, large photo and insider document
section, indexed. $25.

The Tavistock Institute:
Social Engineering the Masses
NEW! The Tavistock Institute, in England, describes
itself as a nonprofit charity that applies social science to
contemporary issues and problems. But this book by
Daniel Estulin posits that it is the world’s center for
mass brainwashing and social engineering operations.
It grew from a humble beginning at Wellington House
into a sophisticated organization that was to shape the
destiny of the entire planet, and, in the process, change
the paradigm of modern society. In this eye-opening
work, both the Tavistock network and the methods of
brainwashing and psychological warfare are uncovered. With connections to U.S. research institutes,
think tanks, and the drug industry, Tavistock has a
large reach. Estulin says this conspiracy is real, who is
behind it, what its final objectives are, and how we can
stop them. Softcover, 239 pages, $25.

Justice on Trial:
The Kavanaugh Confirmation
NEW! The Supreme Court has become the arbiter of
our nation’s most vexing and divisive disputes. With
the stakes of each vacancy incalculably high, the incentive to utterly destroy a nominee is nearly irresistible.
The next time a nomination promises to change the
balance of the Supreme Court, the authors warn, the
confirmation fight will be even uglier than Brett
Kavanaugh’s. A good judge might just accept a nomination to the Supreme Court in the naïve belief that
what happened to Kavanaugh won’t happen to him
because he, too, is a good person. But it can happen,
it does happen, and it just happened. The question is
whether America will let it happen again. In this definitive deep dive into the confirmation of Supreme
Court Justice Brett Kavanaugh, two women with
extraordinary behind-the-scenes access—The Federalist
senior editor Mollie Hemingway and Judicial Crisis
Network senior counsel Carrie Severino—reveal what
really happened and explore what the bitterly divisive
hearings mean for the future of the Court and the battle for the soul of America. Hardback, 256 pages, $27.

George Orwell’s Classic: 1984
NEW! Here’s the classic book that many reference but
few have actually read! A chilling portrait of a totalitarian society under the ever-watchful gaze of Big
Brother, where love, privacy, and individuality are
banned. The year 1984 has come and gone, but
George Orwell’s nightmare vision of the world we
have become is timelier that ever. 1984 is the great
modern classic of a “negative utopia”—a startlingly
original and haunting novel that creates an imaginary
world that is completely convincing. At the time it was
written, many people chuckled, not believing that such
a world could ever come to be from the world in which
they lived. Today, it is one of the most quoted books
in history simply because the vivid yet fictional descriptions Orwell described back in 1948 have become disturbingly true: a gray, totalitarian world dominated by
Big Brother and its vast network of agents, including
the Thought Police, a world in which news is manufactured according to the authorities, and people live
tepid and fearful lives. Winston Smith, the hero with
no heroic qualities, longs only for truth and decency.

But living in a social system in which privacy does not
exist and where those with unorthodox ideas are brainwashed, tortured or killed, he knows there is no hope.
Softcover, large-print edition, 400 pages, $15.

Crimes & Cover-Ups in American
Politics 1776-1963: The History
They Didn’t Teach You in School
NEW! By Donald Jeffries. Foreword by Dr. Ron Paul.
For far too long, American history has been left in the
unreliable hands of those who author Donald Jeffries
calls the court historians. Crimes and Cover-ups in
American Politics 1776-1963 fights back by scrutinizing the accepted history of everything from the
American War of Independence to the establishment
defamation of Jefferson and the other Founding
Fathers, the Civil War, the Lincoln assassination, both
World Wars, U.S. government experimentation on
prisoners, mental patients, innocent children and
whole populated areas, the Lindbergh baby kidnapping and more. Secular saints like Lincoln, Teddy
Roosevelt, and FDR are examined in a truthful but
critical way. Jeffries spares no one and nothing in this
explosive new book. The atrocities of Union troops
during the Civil War, and Allied troops during World
War II, are documented in detail. The Nuremberg
Trials are presented as the antithesis of justice. Jeffries
demonstrates that crimes, corruption, and conspiracies
didn’t start with the assassination of President John F.
Kennedy. Hardback, 406 pages, $25.

The Deep State Prophecy
and the Last Trump
NEW! This book is about the gathering of missing
pieces to a puzzle extracted from the annals of time. It
is a picture painted from the heavens. History exposes
hidden pieces to a great prophetic puzzle. The fog of
religious doctrine long shrouding short-sighted minds
has lifted. Men can see clearly now, as long-standing
prophetic theories are exposed by the purifying light of
the real facts. New York City is the story world of the
great intrigue and holds the clues to a remarkable tale.
Why? Because NYC is the citadel of world commerce,
but, most importantly, it is the residence of the Great
Beast—the United Nations, the nerve center for the
globalization of Earth. Softcover, 281 pages, $19.
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AFP CHRISTMAS DEALS
S&H BONUS
FREE S&H inside the U.S. on all orders
OVER $200 until Dec. 31, 2019.
FREE GIFT CERTIFICATES BONUS
AFP will send you a FREE gift certificate worth
$15, $20 or $25 depending on the total of your
order: Spend $100 to $149—you get a FREE gift
certificate from AFP worth $15. Spend $151 to
$249—you get a FREE gift certificate from AFP
worth $20. Spend $250 and up—you get a FREE
gift certificate from AFP worth $25!
READERSHIP COUNCIL BONUS
AFP Readership Council members
get 10% off list prices.
NOTE: Orders must be received by Dec. 7, 2019 so
you can get your books for gift-giving (inside U.S.). If
an item in your order goes out of stock, we will complete the order without that item but cannot guarantee the missing item will arrive before Christmas.
Currently, all items in this catalog are in stock.

QAnon: An Invitation
to the Great Awakening
NEW! You may only be vaguely aware of QAnon or
“Q,” if at all. However, you will want to learn about
the QAnon movement and the battle that is being
waged to protect us all from the Deep State. Evil is
being tried and brought to justice in federal courts and
military tribunals today. Criminally corrupt government leaders, celebrities, religious leaders, media figures, and corporate heads will be tried and punished
for crimes involving treason, human trafficking, and
unspeakable perversions. Here’s the history of an
anonymous poster on free speech websites and how he
(or perhaps they) built a following of millions. With an
insider’s knowledge of the battle plan and “Q”-level
military intelligence clearance, QAnon’s communications are often cryptic and coded. This book was written by 12 “Anons,” anonymous “Q” followers,
decoders and citizen journalists. They each know a
great deal about QAnon, each bringing their own
unique perspective and experience. Together they give
you an overview that may encourage you to learn
more. The one thing they are all convinced of: QAnon
is not only real, but an insider with White House connections. Softcover, 270 pages, $25.
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Deep State Target: How I Got Caught
in the Crosshairs of the Plot to Bring
Down President Trump
NEW! By George Papadopoulos. Deep State Target is
the only firsthand account that proves the attempted
sabotage of Donald Trump’s presidential campaign by
American and international intelligence services. As he
explains in Deep State Target, there was an intricate setup at play, and it was neither Trump nor the Russians
pulling the strings. American and allied intelligence
services set out to destroy a Trump presidency before
it even started. Papadopoulos encountered a rogues’
gallery of infamous figures employed by agents from
the U.S., Britain, and Australia. Here, he gives the
play-by-play of how operatives like Professor Joseph
Mifsud, Sergei Millian, Alexander Downer, and Stefan
Halper worked to invent a Russian conspiracy that
would irreparably damage the Trump administration.
Hardback, 288 pages, $29.

Hate Crime Hoax: How the Left
Is Selling a Fake Race War
NEW! If you believe the news, today’s America is
plagued by an epidemic of violent hate crimes. But is
that really true? In Hate Crime Hoax, Professor
Wilfred Reilly examines over 100 widely publicized
incidents of so-called hate crimes that never actually
happened. With a critical eye and attention to detail,
Reilly debunks these fabricated incidents—many of
them alleged to have happened on college campuses—
and explores why so many Americans are driven to fake
hate crimes. We’re not experiencing an epidemic of
hate crimes, Reilly concludes, but we might be experiencing an unprecedented epidemic of hate crime hoaxes. Hardback, 256 pages, $29.

The Coddling of the American Mind
NEW! Something has been going wrong on many
college campuses in the last few years. Speakers are
shouted down. Students and professors say they are
walking on eggshells and are afraid to speak honestly.
Rates of anxiety, depression, and suicide are rising—on
campus as well as nationally. How did this happen?
Greg Lukianoff and social psychologist Jonathan
Haidt show how the new problems on campus have
their origins in three terrible ideas that have become
increasingly woven into American childhood and education. The authors investigate the many social trends
that have intersected to promote the spread of these
untruths. They examine changes on campus, the corporatization of universities and new ideas about identity and justice. Hardback, 352 pages, $28.
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Ten Myths About Israel
NEW! In this groundbreaking book, Israeli historian
Ilan Pappe examines the most contested ideas concerning the origins and identity of the state of Israel.
The “10 myths” that Pappe explores—repeated endlessly in the media, enforced by the military, accepted
without question by the world’s governments—reinforce the regional status quo. He explores the claim
that Palestine was an empty land at the time of the
Balfour Declaration, as well as the formation of Zionism and its role in the early decades of nation-building.
He asks whether the Palestinians voluntarily left their
homeland in 1948, and whether June 1967 was a war
of “no choice.” Pappe explains why the two-state solution isn’t viable. Softcover, 192 pages, $16.

The Deep State: How an Army
of Bureaucrats Protected Obama and
Is Working to Destroy Trump
NEW! Former congressman and current Fox News
contributor Jason Chaffetz explains how we ended up
with a politicized federal bureaucracy that actively
works to promote the Democrat Party agenda and
undermine Donald Trump. The liberal media loves to
characterize the Obama years as free of scandal. They
pretend this is true because virtually every office in the
executive branch worked to withhold evidence of
wrongdoing, silence witness testimony, destroy federal
records, classify embarrassing information, and retaliate against truth tellers. Yet these same tight-lipped lifers leaked like a sieve once President Trump was sworn
in, freely promoting the illusion that everything he
does is the new Watergate. As chairman of the House
Oversight Committee, Chaffetz was the tip of the
spear challenging the Deep State and trying to hold
them accountable. This book helps the concerned citizen understand what must be done—so they can
demand real change. Hardback, 256 pages, $29.

On Western Terrorism
NEW! World-renowned intellectual Noam Chomsky
discusses Western power and propaganda with filmmaker and investigative journalist Andre Vltchek.
Colonialism, imperial control, propaganda, the Arab
Spring, and drone warfare are discussed, resulting in a
powerful critique of the legacy of colonialism, touching upon many countries including Syria, Nicaragua,
Cuba, China, Chile, and Turkey. Updated with a new
design and foreword. This book remains an influential
and powerful critique of the West’s role in the world,
inspiring all who read it to think independently and
critically. Softcover, 208 pages, $20.
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More Great Gift Books
Forsaken But Not Forgotten:
America’s Most Shameful
National Secret Revealed

Secret Empires: How the American
Political Class Hides Corruption
and Enriches Family and Friends

Between the Russian civil war, World War II, the Korean
War, Vietnam and the Cold War, as many as 30,000
American soldiers, sailors, Marines, airmen, and civilians
were knowingly abandoned by this country’s leaders.
Inside Forsaken But Not Forgotten, longtime author and
researcher Philip Rife presents the government’s rationale
for abandoning so many of America’s military men behind
enemy lines. Softcover, 89 pages, $15.

Peter Schweizer explains how a new corruption has taken
hold, involving larger sums of money than ever before.
Stuffing money into a freezer has morphed into multibillion-dollar equity deals done in the dark corners of the
world. An American bank opening in China would be
prohibited by U.S. law from hiring family members of
top Chinese politicians. A Chinese bank opening in
America can hire anyone it wants. It can even invite the
friends and families of U.S. politicians to invest in can’tlose deals. Donald Trump’s children have made front
page-news for their dicey transactions. The media has
ignored the questionable deals made by those close to
Obama, Biden, Kerry, and others who have been in the
game much longer. Hardback, 318 pages, $29.

By Gary Vogler. Iraq and the Politics of Oil is a fascinating
behind-the-scenes account of the role of the U.S. government in the Iraqi oil sector since 2003. Vogler
describes the prewar oil planning and the important decisions made during hostilities to get Iraqi oil flowing
months ahead of schedule. He reveals how, amid the instability of 2006, the fixing of the Bayji Refinery
contributed significantly to the success of the oil sector
in the Sunni part of northern Iraq during and after the
surge. Vogler gives us an expert insider’s view of the
largest oilfield auctions in the history of the international
oil industry and massive increases in oil production. But
under the successes chronicled here, a darker political
narrative emerges, one that reaches back to the decision
to go to war with Iraq. Hardback, 318 pages, $29.

Strange Company: Military
Encounters with UFOs in WWII

The Diversity Delusion: How Race and
Gender Pandering Undermine Culture

Pale Horse Rider: William Cooper,
the Rise of Conspiracy, and the Fall
of Trust in America
A former U.S. naval intelligence worker, Milton William
Cooper published his manifesto Behold a Pale Horse in
1991. Since then it has gone on to sell hundreds of
thousands of copies. According to Behold a Pale Horse,
JFK was assassinated by his driver, AIDS is a government
conspiracy, and the Illuminati is secretly involved with
the U.S. government to manage relationships with extraterrestrials. Cooper died in a shootout with Apache
County sheriffs deputies in 2001, two months after
September 11, the year in which he had predicted catastrophe. By journalist Mark Jacobson. Hardback, 384
pages, $27.

Ship of Fools: How a Selfish Ruling
Class Is Bringing America
to the Brink of Revolution
Tucker Carlson tells the truth about the new American
elites, a group whose power and wealth has grown
beyond imagination even as the rest of the country has
withered. The people who run America now barely
interact with it. They fly on their own planes, ski on their
own mountains, and watch sporting events in sky boxes.
They have total contempt for you. Traditional liberals
are gone. The hand-wringers who worried about whales
and defended free speech have been replaced by globalists
who hide their hard-edged economic agenda behind the
smokescreen of identity politics. They’ll outsource your
job while lecturing you about transgender bathrooms.
But Carlson offers a plan to put the country back on
course. Hardback, 256 pages, $28

By Keith Chester. Strange Company is the first in-depth
account of unconventional aircraft observed and reported
by the military during World War II. It includes the reactions by military commands, their viewpoints, and
theories as they struggled to make sense of the observations. Strange Company presents one of the greatest
wartime mysteries, one that has been shrouded in ignorance for more than 60 years. And it suggests that
while an immense 20th-century war was raging on
Earth, there appeared to be something, from somewhere
else watching us. Softcover, 320 pages, $18.

Hidden History: An Exposé of Modern
Crimes, Conspiracies, and Cover-Ups
In Hidden History, you will see the amount of effort that
our government has dedicated to covering up the truth.
Starting with the assassination of JFK, author Don Jeffries
chronicles the issues that have plagued our country’s
history. Whether it is the assassinations of MLK and
RFK, Iran-Contra, the OKC bombing, TWA Flight 800,
vote fraud, or 9/11, every major disaster or war that
we’ve witnessed has been distorted. Jeffries also delves
into a host of other important topics. So get ready to be
awed by how much has been hidden by our leaders over
the past 50 years. Features a new introduction by Roger
Stone. Softcover, 392 pages, $23.

Iraq and the Politics of Oil:
An Insider’s Perspective

America is in crisis, from the university to the workplace.
Toxic ideas first spread by higher education have undermined human values, fueled intolerance, and widened
divisions in our larger culture. Chaucer, Shakespeare and
Milton? Oppressive. American history? Tyranny. Professors
correcting grammar and spelling or employers hiring by
merit? Racist and sexist. Students emerge into the working
world believing that human beings are defined by their
skin color, gender, and sexual preference, and that oppression based on these characteristics is the American
experience. Speech that challenges these orthodoxies is
silenced. Heather MacDonald calls for a return to the
classical liberal pursuits of open-minded inquiry and expression. Hardback, 288 pages, $29.

Filthy Rich: The Billionaire’s Sex Scandal
—The Shocking True Story of Jeff Epstein
By James Patterson. Jeff Epstein rose from humble origins
to the rarefied heights of New York City’s financial elite.
A college dropout with an instinct for numbers—and for
people—Epstein amassed his wealth through a combination
of access and skill—and possibly even blackmail. But even
after he had it all, Epstein wanted more. And that
unceasing desire—especially a perverse taste for young
girls—resulted in his stunning fall from grace. From
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Epstein himself, to the girls he employed as masseuses at
his home, to the cops investigating the appalling charges
against him, Patterson examines all sides of a case that
scandalized one of America’s richest communities. Epstein’s
“little black book” contained contact numbers for Hollywood stars and powerful people like Bill Clinton, Tony
Blair, Prince Andrew, Kevin Spacey, Dustin Hoffman,
Michael Bloomberg and many more. Even Donald Trump
had connections to Jeff Epstein. Currently, Epstein’s
“madam” is on the run. Softcover, 304 pages, $28.

The Wandering Who?
An Examination of Jewish Identity Politics
Here is Gilad Atzmon’s exposé of Jewish identity politics.
Jewish identity is tied up with some of the most difficult
and contentious issues of today, as any perusal of a
newspaper will reveal immediately. Atzmon examines the
tribal aspects embedded in Jewish secular discourse, both
Zionist and anti-Zionist; the allegation that the holocaust
has been turned into a religion; the meaning of “history”
and “time” within the Jewish political discourse; and the
anti-Gentile ideologies of secular Judaism. Softcover, 211
pages, $18.

Let Trump Be Trump: The Inside Story
Here is the ultimate behind-the-scenes account of how
Trump became president. Trump was a candidate—and
now a president—like none who have come before. His
startling rise to the White House is the most shocking
political tale in the history of our republic. Much has
been written about this event, but all of those words
come from authors outside the orbit of Trump. Written
by two of Trump’s closest campaign advisors, Let Trump
Be Trump is the eyewitness account of the stories behind
the headlines. Hear about Spicer, Preibus, Bannon, and
more. Hardback, 296 pages, $27.

It’s Not Easy Being God:
The Real George Soros
In this collection of essays, Joy Tiz, author of Obamanutz:
A Cult Leader Takes the White House, provides an unnerving
analysis of the man who thinks he’s God—billionaire
radical leftist and social engineer George Soros. This collection of exposés unmasks George Soros for what he is:
one of the most detrimental forces on the planet, a man
who may have shaped our world more than any man in
two millennia. What is his personal agenda? What is his
vision of the New World Order? What was his relationship
with Barack Obama? Where is he dumping his money?
Who are his allies? Who are his enemies? Softcover, 108
pages, $16.
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Rogue Spooks:
The Intelligence War on Trump
Donald Trump’s time in office has been roiled by
allegations of treasonous contacts between his campaign
team and the Kremlin to rig the election. These outrageous
charges surfaced in the notorious “Trump Dossier,” an
unverified document of suspect provenance, full of wild
accusations. This dossier— little more than gossip and innuendo—was compiled by Christopher Steele, a former
British intelligence agent who teamed up with the FBI
and anti-Trump partisans. Hillary supporters paid for
Steele’s work. When no news media would publish the
unverified dossier, the ex-spook enlisted the help of a
former UK ambassador to Russia, who arranged for a
former assistant secretary of state to get it to Sen. John
McCain, hoping he would bring it to FBI Director James
Comey. He did just that. Here are all the details. Hardback,
288 pages, $28.

All Out War: The Plot to Destroy Trump
With ferocity not seen since the Civil War, the Washington
establishment and the radical Left are joining forces in an
attempted coup d’état to overturn the will of the people
and return power to the political and media elites who
have never been more unhinged. Investigative reporter
and national best-selling author Edward Klein reveals
how the plot to destroy Trump was initiated in the
Obama White House; two exclusive FBI reports that
prove the existence of “the Deep State” working against
the Trump agenda, warns of ISIS ties to the anti-Trump
“resistance,” and highlight the danger of domestic terrorism
from the anti-Trump radicals; the scandal you don’t yet
know about. Hardback, 256 pages, $29.

Truth Jihad: My Epic Struggle
Against the 9/11 Big Lie
Millions of people now know the main arguments for the
thesis 9/11 was an inside job, starting from the controlled
demolition of the World Trade Center buildings No. 1, 2
and 7. Dr. Kevin Barrett has written a gospel for a new
generation of post-9/11 skeptics. This ebullient book
strikes a confident keynote for this sudden coming of age.
It is for millions of disenfranchised 9/11 truthers—and
for the uneasy majority who sense that America is no
longer on the right track. Softcover, 222 pages, $12.

In the Shadows of the American Century:
The Rise and Decline of U.S. Global Power
In a completely original analysis, prize-winning historian
Alfred W. McCoy explores America’s rise as a world
power—from the 1890s through the Cold War—and its
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bid to extend its hegemony deep into the 21st century
through a fusion of cyberwar, space warfare, trade pacts,
and military alliances. McCoy then analyzes the marquee
instruments of U.S. hegemony—covert intervention, client
elites, psychological torture, and worldwide surveillance.
Peeling back layers of secrecy, McCoy exposes a military
and economic battle for global domination fought in the
shadows, unknown to those outside the highest rungs of
power. Can the U.S. extend the “American Century” or
will China guide the globe? Softcover, 280 pages, $18.

An Act of State: The Execution of MLK
In 1968, Martin Luther King was in Memphis supporting
a worker strike. By nightfall, army snipers were in position,
military officers were on a nearby roof with cameras, and
Lloyd Jowers had been paid to remove the gun after the
fatal shot was fired. When the dust had settled, King had
been hit and a clean-up operation was set in motion—
James Earl Ray was framed, the crime scene destroyed,
and witnesses killed. Attorney William Pepper has conducted
a 30-year investigation into his assassination. Here are the
results of his research. Softcover, 350 pages, $22.

Hell’s Mirror: Global Empire
of the Illuminati Builders
By Texe Marrs. This is the first book to unravel the perverted minds of the Illuminati elite. These diabolical
men and women are doubleminded, and they are
building a strange two-faced globalist empire. Here you
will discover the inner secrets of these builders. You will
see their architectural creations and understand how
their sinister projects—dark buildings, monuments,
statues, and parks—are all part of Satan’s endtime system.
You will find out about the obituary cult, an underground
group of super-rich charlatans bent on destroying the
old world. Softcover, 224 pages, 8.5” x 11” format, illustrated, $28.

A Message of Thanks
Profits from the sale of books and
videos from this catalog help expand
the publishing efforts of AMERICAN
FREE PRESS. Every purchase aids us
in our battle for survival. Thanks
for buying products from AFP.
—The AFP STAFF
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Survival of the Richest—How the
Disparity of Wealth Created the
Greatest Conspiracy of All
Survival of the Richest scrutinizes how the collective
wealth of America has been channeled from the poor and
middle class into the hands of a few elitists. American
industry has been gutted, with wages and benefits stagnant
or reduced, thanks to disastrous trade deals and outsourcing.
The Occupy Wall Street movement and the presidential
campaigns of both Sanders and Trump, reveal how more
and more struggling people understand that the system is
rigged against them. While Americans have been trained
to direct their scorn at welfare recipients and the poor in
general, a tiny handful of plutocratic elites have profited
on an unfathomable scale through corporate welfare and
other perks. Hardback, 280 pages, $25.

No Campus for White Men:
The Transformation of Higher
Education Into Hateful Indoctrination
No Campus for White Men shines a bright light on the
growing obsession with diversity, victimization, and identity
politics on today’s college campuses, and shows how it is
creating a hostile and fearful atmosphere that can only
lead to greater polarization in society. For decades,
colleges have pursued policies favoring students based
not on merit but on race, gender, and sexual orientation.
The negative effects of this culture can’t be denied. By
Scott Greer. Softcover, 240 pages, $20.
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No Go Zones: How Sharia Law
Is Coming to a Neighborhood Near You
While the politically correct try to deny the existence of
No Go Zones, the shocking reality of these zones can be
attested to by its victims. Raheem Kassam reveals areas
that Western governments, including the U.S., don’t
want to admit exist. Kassam takes you into Islamic areas
you might not even know existed—whole city districts
from San Bernardino to Hamtramck, Michigan (essentially
an Islamic colony in the Midwest); from Malmo, Sweden,
to the heart of London, England—where infidels are unwelcome. Softcover, 256 pages, $20.

The Putin Interviews
Filmmaker Oliver Stone’s interviews with Russian president
Vladimir Putin are transcribed here. They freely talk
about issues important to U.S.-Russia relations. Stone
was able to secure unprecedented access to Putin over a
two-year span—never before has the Russian leader spoken
at such length with a Western interviewer. No topics are
off limits in the interviews, which first occurred during
Stone’s trips to meet with NSA whistleblower Edward
Snowden in Moscow and most recently after the election
of Trump. Prodded by Stone, Putin discusses relations
between the U.S. and Russia, allegations of interference
in the U.S. election, and Russia’s involvement in Syria,
Ukraine, etc. Putin speaks about his rise to power and
details his relationships with Clinton, Bush, Obama, and
Trump. The exchanges are personal, provocative, and at
times surreal. Softcover, 288 pages, $20.

Easy-to-Use Portable CD Player from AFP
Over the years, many AFP subscribers have suggested
that we make a portable CD player for sale—one that is
versatile and easy-to-use for everyone. So here it is . . .
Now you can take your tunes or your AFP CDs on the
road! This sturdy Sylvania Portable CD/Radio/Boom
Box (Black) also has a built-in AM/FM analog radio. It
even has an auxiliary input so you can plug in your MP3
player! This portable top-loading CD player and “boom
box” with AM/FM radio plays CDs, CD-R and CDRW. Comes with 20-track programmable memory,
easy-to-read LED display, built-in FM antenna, stereo speakers, volume control, auxiliary jack allowing you to play music from iPhone, iPad, Samsung, Android, or any audio device, AC/DC operation, power cord, battery compartment and foldable carrying handle. Takes six “C” batteries.
Affordably priced at $43.

Corporate Ties That Bind: An Examination of Corporate Manipulation
and Vested Interest in Public Health
Edited by Martin J. Walker. In the 21st century, corporations
have worked their way into government and, as they
become increasingly more powerful, arguments about
their danger have become increasingly black and white.
With corporations at the center of public health and environmental issues, everything chemical or technological is
good, everything natural is bad; scientists who are funded
by corporations are right and those who are independent
are invariably wrong. Here is a collection of essays written
by influential professionals from around the world that
addresses how the growth of corporatism is destroying
democracy and personal choice. Whether addressing
asbestos, radiation, PCBs or vaccine regulation, the essays
here address the dangers of trusting corporations that put
profits before health. Hardback, 592 pages, $35.

America’s “War on Terrorism”
Michel Chossudovsky blows away the smokescreen put
up by the mainstream media, that 9/11 was an attack
on America by Islamic terrorists. This expanded edition,
which includes 12 new chapters, focuses on the use of
9/11 as a pretext for the invasion and illegal occupation
of Iraq, the militarization of justice and law enforcement
and the repeal of democracy. According to Chossudovsky,
the “war on terrorism” is a complete fabrication based
on the illusion that one man, Osama bin Laden,
outwitted the $40 billion-a-year American intelligence
apparatus. The war on terrorism is a war of conquest.
Globalization is the final march to the New World
Order, dominated by Wall Street and the Pentagon.
Softcover, 387 pages, $25.

A Century of War: Anglo-American
Oil Politics in the 20th Century
“Control the oil and you control entire nations,” said
famed U.S. political advisor and longtime Deep State operative Henry Kissinger. Oil is an instrument of world
domination in the grip of the Anglo-American empire.
This book is a gripping account of the murky world of
the Anglo-American oil industry and its hidden role in
world politics. F. William Engdahl takes the reader through
the history of how seven giant oil companies—five
American and two British—developed a controlling grip
on the world’s economy unprecedented in history. This is
no ordinary history of oil. It is a history of global geopolitics—how control of strategic geographical pivot regions
helps control in large part the world economy. Softcover,
352 pages, $25.
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The Plot to Scapegoat Russia:
How the CIA and the Deep State
Have Conspired to Vilify Putin
By Dan Kovalik, introduction by David Talbot. Since
1945, the U.S. has justified numerous wars based on the
pretext of the Russian Red Menace, even after the Soviet
Union collapsed in 1991. In fact, the two biggest postwar American conflicts, the Korean and Vietnam wars,
were not, as has been claimed, about stopping Soviet expansion, but about maintaining old colonial relationships.
Similarly, many lesser interventions and conflicts, such as
those in Latin America, were also based upon an alleged
Soviet threat, which was nonexistent. Now the specter of
a Russian Menace has been raised again. The Plot to
Scapegoat Russia examines the proliferation of stories,
from American state actors, manipulating the threat of
Russia, and the long history of which this episode is but
the latest chapter. Softcover, 240 pages, $19.

Gods of Money: Wall Street & the Death
of the American Century
By F. William Engdahl. This is a book about power and
about an extraordinarily wealthy elite which has wielded
unprecedented power, not for the good, but rather for the
enhancement of their own private position. This book
tracks the evolution of the power amassed by a tiny group
of men who have regarded themselves, quite literally, as
gods—the Gods of Money. Their agenda has included assassinations of two of America’s most popular presidents;
involvement of the United States against the public will in
two world wars; and detonation of the world’s most destructive weapon, the atomic bomb, on Japanese civilians.
It has included scores of regional wars, political assassinations,
coups, and systematic corruption of the body politic. This
book reveals in an unusual and surprising manner how
this powerful elite has systematically set out to literally
control the entire world. Softcover, 390 pages, $25.

9/11: Made in Israel—
The Plot Against America
What this Victor Thorn book makes clear, and what
many 9/11 “truthers” don’t know, is that a massive deception and cover-up exists not only in the mainstream
media, but in the so-called 9/11 truth movement as well.
It is true that 9/11 was an “inside job,” and criminal elements within the U.S. government were undoubtedly involved. But 9/11 was much more. It was an “outside
job” also, ultimately facilitated by multiple, well-coordinated
Zionist and Jewish factions. Who benefited from the
attacks on 9/11? Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu
said, “We [Israelis] are benefiting from one thing, and
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that is the attack on the Twin Towers and Pentagon.”
Considering the fact that the rogue state of Israel has a
prior criminal record of perpetrating just such a crime—
the June 8, 1967 attack on the USS Liberty—the line of
questioning in this case is clear: “Was 9/11 made in
Israel?” Softcover, 138 pages, $15.

9/11 Evil: Israel’s Central Role in the
September 11, 2001 Terrorist Attack
By Victor Thorn. This is the book that many influential
9/11 organizations and the Anti-Defamation League
don’t want you to read or talk about. This is the book
that Deep State insiders in the U.S. government prefer
you forget all about. They describe it as “preposterous,”
simply because the evidence compiled points a finger at
Israel as a major player in the Sept. 11, 2001 terrorist
attacks on America. But facts are facts; we do not control
where they lead. We already know why 9/11 was done,
and that the WTC towers were demolished. But most
everyone wants to shy away from who ultimately did
9/11. In the author’s opinion, the intelligence services of
the nation of Israel played a central role in the 9/11
terrorist attack and he presents his body of evidence in
the pages of 9/11 Evil. Softcover, 123 pages, $15.

Remember the Liberty! Almost Sunk
by Treason on the High Seas
On the warm, sunny-bright day of June 8, 1967, starting
at about 6:00 a.m., at least 12 Israeli aircraft of different
types began surveilling the USS Liberty, some of which
were only 100 feet or less in altitude, apparently to photograph her for later targeting purposes. The precision of
the later attack could only have been accomplished
through such pre-planning, specifically identifying the
priority targets, starting with the gun mounts to render
the ship defenseless, followed by all of the 45 different
radio antennae and related transmitting equipment. When
the attack was over, 34 men were dead and 174 injured,
some near death. Unlike every other book written about
the attack—none of which provides a satisfactory explanation
of what really caused it—Remember the Liberty! examines
it in complete context of how it was positioned there by
Johnson himself, for the very purpose of being attacked,
and sunk. Softcover, 480 pages, $20.

Shall Not Be Infringed: The New
Assaults on Your Second Amendment
David Keene and Thomas Mason analyze the decadeslong campaign to restrict or even abolish the Second
Amendment rights of Americans. They outline and
examine the ongoing battle fought in the courts, Congress,
and state legislatures across the country as well as in the
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media and even the UN. Although the U.S. Supreme
Court ruled the Second Amendment guarantees an individual right to “keep and bear arms,” various political
leaders have promised to challenge this constitutional
freedom, even vowing to make it a litmus test for Supreme
Court nominees. Also addresses preventing crime, antigun proposals to restrict the fundamental gun ownership
rights of Americans etc. Softcover, 206 pages, $23.

The Convenient Terrorist:
Two Whistleblowers’ Stories of Torture,
Terror, Secret Wars, and CIA Lies
The Convenient Terrorist is the definitive inside account
of the capture, torture, and detention of Abu Zubaydah,
the first “high-value target” captured by the CIA after
9/11. But was Abu Zubaydah, who is still being indefinitely
held by the United States under shadowy circumstances,
the blue-ribbon capture that the Bush White House
claimed he was? Authors John Kiriakou, who led the
capture of Zubaydah, and Joseph Hickman, who took
custody of him at Guantanamo, draw a far more complex
and intriguing portrait of the al Qaeda “mastermind”
who became a symbol of torture and the “dark side” of
U.S. security. From a one-time American collaborator to
a poster boy for waterboarding, Abu Zubaydah became a
“convenient terrorist”—a way for U.S. authorities to sell
their “War on Terror” to the American people. Softcover,
160 pages, $15.

The Controllers: Secret Rulers of the World
Throughout history, there have always been powerful
people who work secretly behind the scenes to advance
their own objectives, often to the detriment of the public.
A few thousand wealthy and influential people who
operate secretly behind the scenes largely control the
world. This book identifies them, exposes some of their
past activities, and sets forth ways of dealing with them. A
system of global control, referred to as the “New World
Order” by President George H.W. Bush, is in effect
today. Insiders are promoting a one-world government, a
one-world economy and a one-world religion, with themselves in charge of it all. A growing number of people are
aware of what is going on, and are becoming increasingly
resistant to the idea of a global socialistic dictatorship.
This book seeks to add to that awareness. Softcover, 505
pages, $26.

CHARGE BY PHONE!
1-888-699-6397 toll free:
Monday-Thursday 9-5 ET.
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Against Our Better Judgment:
The Hidden History of How the
U.S. Was Used to Create Israel
Soon after WWII, Dean Acheson warned that creating
Israel on land already inhabited by Palestinians would
imperil American interests in the region. Despite warnings,
President Truman supported a Jewish state on land
primarily inhabited by Muslims and Christians. Few Americans today are aware that U.S. support enabled the
creation of the modern state of Israel. Fewer know that
U.S. politicians pushed this policy over the forceful
objections of experts. These dissenters were bombarded
by a massive pro-Israel lobbying effort that ranged from
well-funded Zionist organizations to an “elitist secret
society” whose members included Zionist Justice Louis
Brandeis. Alison Weir provides a clear view of the history
of the situation. Softcover, 260 pages, $18.

IRS Whistleblower: The Secrets
of How to Engage the IRS and Win
The Internal Revenue Service sends chills down most
people’s spines, and for good reason. Every year they
seize tens of millions of dollars in cash, wages, bank
accounts, houses, businesses and cars. Now, a 33-year
IRS veteran tax collector is ready to tell his story. Richard
Schickel’s memoir IRS Whistleblower shares the secrets
about the culture of the IRS, its procedures, and how
they train their employees to think. It tells about the
Social Security loophole that allows people who have
never paid in to receive benefits for life—and many more
IRS secrets. Softcover, 326 pages, $20.

What to Do When the IRS Is After You
This book tells you how to resolve your IRS problems
and reclaim your life. It shows you practical strategies of
how to avoid wage and bank seizures, and save your
business, your job, your car, and your home. For the first
time ever, three newly retired IRS agents dare to share
the secrets of how the IRS works. After serving for 33
years at the IRS, Richard Schickel decided to blow the
whistle and dedicate his life to teaching others the ropes.
All of their advice is key to getting a favorable resolution
to your tax problems. Softcover, 404 pages, $20.
BONUS: Get BOTH IRS books for $35—save $5.

Conspiracy Theory in America
Ever since the Warren Commission concluded that a
lone gunman assassinated President John F. Kennedy,
people who doubt that finding have been widely
dismissed as conspiracy theorists, despite credible
evidence that right-wing elements in the CIA, FBI, and
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Secret Service—and possibly even senior government
officials—were involved. Why has suspicion of criminal
wrongdoing at the highest levels of government been
rejected out of hand as paranoid thinking akin to superstition? Conspiracy Theory in America investigates
how the Founders’ hard-nosed realism about the likelihood of elite political misconduct—articulated in the
Declaration of Independence—has been replaced by
today’s blanket condemnation of conspiracy beliefs as
ludicrous by their official definition. By Lance deHaven-Smith. Softcover, 272 pages, $16.

New World Order Assassins
By Victor Thorn. Here are the uncensored facts about
the highest-profile murders in world history. New World
Order Assassins delves into the facts that have been
suppressed by official sources and the mainstream media
for decades. The truth about Manson and the Son of
Sam, the strange Process Church, political activist John
Lennon and his many enemies, Princess Diana, Port
Arthur, Marilyn Monroe, Mary Pinchot Meyer—JFK’s
acid-loving mistress, Kent State, Martin Luther King and
Malcolm X, Squeaky Fromme and the Rockefellers, John
Hinckley’s high-level connections, Sirhan and RFK and
much more. Softcover, 280 pages, $25.

THE HILLARY (AND BILL) TRILOGY

The Sex Crimes Volume
Part One of the Clinton Trilogy. Bill and Hillary’s meteoric
rise to success is chronicled. It’s a carefully plotted path
that has led to the White House. But along the way, a
series of compromises had to be made, including a prearranged marriage, assignments for the CIA, and Hillary’s
ultimate role as a “fixer” for her husband’s rapes and
sexual harassment. Pulling no punches, investigative
journalist Victor Thorn paints a compelling portrait of secrecy, deceit, violence and betrayal that shatters the myth
of the Clintons. Softcover, 344 pages, $30.

The Drugs Volume
Part Two of the Clinton Trilogy. Some of the most
damning examples ever put into print of the U.S. government’s crimes and corruption are exposed in glaring
detail. Beginning with the Clinton family’s long-standing
ties to the notorious Dixie Mafia, this book illustrates
how billions of dollars of cocaine, cash and weapons
passed through Mena, Arkansas during the 1980s—with
the full knowledge of Bill and Hillary—to finance the
illegal war in Nicaragua. This CIA-imported coke helped
fuel the cocaine epidemic of the 1980s. In short, Bill and
Hillary’s Arkansas became a narco-republic, with little
banks near Mena laundering more money than the biggest
banks in New York City. Softcover, 310 pages, $30.

The Murder Volume
Part Three of the Clinton Trilogy. Is the Clinton “body
count” for real? This question has plagued the former
first couple for much of their entire partnership, and
has become such an integral part of popular culture
that Hillary has been forced to sarcastically refer to it in
press conferences. But is it just an urban legend? This
volume presents an overwhelming body of evidence
that proves that the 110+ people who’ve died under
mysterious circumstances—all tied to the Clintons—far
surpasses any chance of coincidence. Readers will encounter a grisly world of CIA drug drops, crooked
police agencies, notorious coroners and corrupt judges
who shield the powerful from prosecution. Softcover,
383 pages, $30.

ALL THREE “HILLARY” VOLUMES
ABOVE FOR JUST $75—SAVE $15!

Crisis of Character: A White House
Secret Service Officer’s Firsthand
Experience with Hillary & Bill
Gary J. Byrne served in the Secret Service and was
posted right outside President William Jefferson Clinton’s
door. In this blockbuster, he spills the beans on Hillary
and Bill and their strange behavior. Byrne served in
federal law enforcement for nearly 30 years and what
he saw in the Clinton White House was shocking:
cocaine parties, mistresses, lewd behavior, frantic ranting
and raving, screaming matches, denigration of staff,
and many more troubling observations. Softcover, 304
pages, $16.

Frontman: Barack Obama’s
Darkest Secrets Revealed
By Victor Thorn. In 2008, Barack Obama became the
face of hope and change. Yet lurking behind the scenes
was a host of people who long ago selected this man to
forward a global agenda. Frontman reveals the actual
powers behind his throne: Bilderberg plotters, Zionist
handlers, global financiers, and Marxist activists. Exposes
the cabal of men and women whose goal was (and still
is) to radically transform the U.S. To cover their tracks,
they carefully hid the life history of Obama from the
public. Now that Obama is out of office, his political
influence is still being felt in the endeavor he has
chosen to pursue: undermining Donald Trump. Here
is your chance to inform yourself and your friends
about the many inconsistencies in Obama’s meteoric
rise and the gaggle of radical people and organizations
who orchestrated it. Softcover, 112 pages, $20.
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The Intimidation Game: How the
Left Is Silencing Free Speech
From journalist Kim Strassel comes an insightful, alarming
look at how the radical Left, once the champion of civil
liberties and free speech, is today orchestrating a campaign
to bully and frighten Americans out of their free speech
rights. The Intimidation Game provides a chilling exposé
of political scare tactics, including: how Citizens United
set off a wave of liberal harassment against conservatives,
the targeting of tea party groups by the IRS, how states
have shut down conservative political activism businesses
and websites, and much more. This book shines a light
on how liberal governance and the liberal machine ensure
varying opinions never reach the public. Softcover, 416
pages, $18.

Crowning Clinton: Why Hillary
Shouldn’t Be in the White House
AMERICAN FREE PRESS late corresponding editor Victor
Thorn picks up where he left off with his Hillary (and
Bill) trilogy. In Crowning Clinton, Thorn provides groundbreaking information that mainstream media sources only
caught up with months or even years afterward, if they
had the courage to even touch it at all. Including more
than 50 one-on-one interviews with experts, this collection
taps into some of the nation’s most astute political minds
to present a preponderance of evidence as to why Hillary
and Bill’s return to 1600 Pennsylvania Avenue would be
disastrous for America. Softcover, 118 pages, $12.

The New World Order in Action:
Globalization, the Brexit Revolution
The rise of the NWO and the role of the Transnational
Elite—the network of the economic and political elites
which administers it—are examined. Furthermore, the
mythology used by the elites as well as by the globalist
“left” is examined. It was the full integration of the left
into the new order which has led to its political bankruptcy
and the rise of a neo-nationalist movement, embraced by
most of the victims of globalization and particularly the
working class that used to support the left. The need for
a struggle for national and social liberation has become
imperative. Softcover, 354 pages, $18.

Everything They Ever Told Me Was a Lie
By Pat Shannan. This book spans the past half-century
and covers the unknown facts about the JFK assassination,
the attempt on Ronald Reagan’s life, the still-growing
Apollo 11 controversy of the 1960s, the forgotten history
of money, the odd connection between John Hinckley
and the Bush family, the odd case of Arthur Bremer,
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James Earl Ray and the MLK assassination, Tim McVeigh’s
last secrets, the Sept. 11 attacks and the Barack Obama
citizenship debate. This book explains from the outset
exactly who “they” are and how the mockingbird media
allow outrageous lies to meld into false history. Softcover,
280 pages, $25.

The Bilderbergers:
Puppet-Masters of Power
Since 1954, a discrete and select group of wealthy and
powerful individuals have attended a private, yearly conference to discuss matters of their choosing. This group
represents European and North American elites, as well
as new talent and rising stars, from the worlds of politics,
business, media, academia, the military and even royalty,
and has included household names such as Margaret
Thatcher, Henry Kissinger, and Prince Philip. In recent
years, their numbers have featured David Cameron, Tony
Blair, Angela Merkel, Bill Clinton, and David Rockefeller.
They are “the Bilderbergers,” named for the hotel in the
Netherlands where their secret gatherings were first
hosted. Investigative writer Gerhard Wisniewski explores
the claims of conspiracy that swirl around the group,
revealing names of participants, their agendas, and their
goals. Examining records and hidden reports, the author
uncovers the true history of the organization. Softcover,
288 pages, $25.

Jim Tucker’s Bilderberg Diary
Late, longtime investigative journalist Jim Tucker lays
out his remarkable history of covering Bilderberg (and its
Trilateral and CFR allies), infiltrating Bilderberg meetings,
procuring their private documents, and working relentlessly
to shine the spotlight of public scrutiny on Bilderberg’s
affairs. Tucker introduces you to the little-known arena
of the Bilderberg elite. This volume includes representative
lists of Bilderberg membership over the past several years.
Includes more than 80 on-the-scene photos of the Bilderbergers in action plus pictures of the author hobnobbing
with the likes of Dick Cheney, Gerald Ford, Lady Thatcher
plus photo reproductions of actual Bilderberg documents.
Softcover, 253 pages, $25.

Conspireality
By Victor Thorn. Incredibly, in these pages you’ll learn
how the Patty Hearst kidnapping, a CIA-financed remote
viewing project, the Zodiac killings, a barbaric prison experiment and widespread cybernetic mind-control programs
can all be tied to one geographic locale in California. By
book’s end, as readers climb back out of the maze, they
realize that, akin to the ongoing myth of “lone nut
assassins,” all of these events are interconnected. Softcover,
237 pages, $25.
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They Killed Our President: 63 Reasons to
Believe There Was a Conspiracy to Kill JFK
It’s been well over half a century since John F. Kennedy
was assassinated, and it’s time we all knew the facts,
theories and myths surrounding the plot to kill JFK.
Jesse Ventura, Dick Russell and David Wayne offer a
compendium discussing the plot to the murder to the
cover-up. This book discusses the most famous of
theories, such as the second shooter on the grassy
knoll, and also offers recently discovered testimony
that shows that elements of the U.S. government were
behind the assassination. Softcover, 349 pages, $30.

The JFK Assassination and the
Uncensored Story of the Two Oswalds
On Nov. 20 and 22, while “Lee Harvey Oswald” was
working at the Book Depository, he was identified by
witnesses at Dobbs House Restaurant, Top Ten Records
and the Jiffy Store. He was also identified seated with
Jack Ruby some 10 hours after he was jailed! After Officer
Tippitt was killed, a wallet was found containing the ID
cards of both Lee Harvey Oswald and a man named Alek
Hidell, who could have been Lee’s twin. When Harvey
was arrested 40 minutes later, he was carrying in his
wallet the exact same ID cards. Pat Shannan tells the
story of the “two Oswalds.” Softcover, 158 pages, $20.

63 Documents the Government
Doesn’t Want You to Read
Top investigators Jesse Ventura and Dick Russell walk
readers through 47 of the most incriminating programs
in 63 formerly classified documents to reveal criminal behavior at the top levels of government and the media.
Among the cases discussed are: the CIA’s top-secret
program to control human behavior; the military plan to
hijack airplanes and blame it on Cuban terrorists; the discovery of a secret Afghan archive; deadly healthcare cover-ups; what the Department of Defense knows about
our food supply but we don’t—and should; and much
more. Hardcover, 288 pages, $27.

American Conspiracies: Lies, Lies and
More Lies the Government Tells Us
In this exposé of wrongful acts and cover-ups, Jesse
Ventura looks closely at the conspiracy theories that have
been presented over the years and separates the fact from
the fiction. Ventura says many political murders need to
be re-examined. Was the CIA involved in Watergate? Did
the GOP steal two elections for Bush? Has all evidence
been presented on 9/11? Is the collapse of the financial
order and the bailouts by the Fed the biggest conspiracy
ever? Softcover, 246 pages, $17.
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The Man Who Killed Kennedy:
The Case Against LBJ
Political insider Roger Stone makes a compelling case
that Lyndon Johnson had the motive, means and opportunity to orchestrate the murder of JFK. Stone maps out
the case that LBJ blackmailed his way onto the ticket in
1960 and was being dumped in 1964 to face prosecution
for corruption at the hands of AG Bobby Kennedy. Stone
uses fingerprint evidence and testimony to prove JFK was
shot by a long-time LBJ hit man—not Oswald. Johnson
would use power from his connections in Texas, the
mafia, and the government to escape his untimely political
end and to seize power. Softcover, 480 pages, $30.

Phantom Flight 93 and Other
Astounding 9-11 Mysteries Explored
By Victor Thorn. Flight 93 is the smoking gun that
exposes the government’s falsehoods once and for all.
Starting with physical evidence, it becomes clear that a
passenger jetliner could not have possibly crashed in
Shanksville where federal officials said it did. Rather, the
reality of that fateful morning is much more troublesome,
and far more sinister. Also cited in this book are a plethora
of lies concerning the cell phone calls, 9/11 passenger list
oddities, corrupt officials who assisted the plan, wreckage
of the plane found far from the crash site, areas cordoned
off by the FBI etc. Softcover, 200 pages, $20.

The Failure of Laissez Faire Capitalism
Paul Craig Roberts helps us understand the mistakes that
are bringing the West to its knees. The 1% have pulled off
an economic and political revolution. By offshoring manufacturing and professional jobs, U.S. corporations
destroyed the growth of consumer income, the basis of
the U.S. economy, leaving the bulk of the population
mired in debt. Deregulation was used to concentrate
income and wealth in fewer hands and “too big to fail”
corporations. Environmental destruction has accelerated
as economists refuse to count the exhaustion of nature’s
resources as a cost. Softcover, 190 pages, $19.

The DEA Report: Did Israel Have
Foreknowledge of the Sept. 11 Attacks?
Details about a massive Israeli espionage operation on
U.S. soil during the months preceding the Sept. 11,
2001 tragedy that was exposed by the U.S. Drug Enforcement Administration. Why were Israeli spies trying
to infiltrate sensitive American installations around Sept.
11? The report was quickly suppressed after release, but
here it is—all redactions removed! Softcover, 8.5 by 11,
60-page reproduction, $15.
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How America Was Lost:
From 9/11 to the Police/Warfare State

Battlefield America: The War
on the American People

By Paul Craig Roberts. Few American commentators
have cut more clearly through the deepening deceit,
hypocrisy and outright criminality that have infested
official D.C. since 9/11 than Roberts. His scathing
critique sheds much-needed light on the country’s impending nightmare—economic collapse, internal repression,
ongoing wars, and rising rejection by friends and foes
alike. America’s fate was sealed when the public and the
anti-war movement bought the government’s 9/11 conspiracy theory. This defining event of our time, which has
launched the U.S. on interminable wars of aggression
and a domestic police state, is a taboo topic for investigation
in the media. Trillion-dollar wars have created financing
problems for D.C.’s deficits, threatening the dollar’s role
as the world’s reserve currency, and putting Social Security
and Medicare on the block. Softcover, 465 pages, $25.

By John Whitehead. Foreword by Ron Paul. Here’s the
follow-up to his award-winning book A Government of
Wolves. John W. Whitehead paints a terrifying portrait of
a nation at war with itself and on the verge of undermining
the basic freedoms guaranteed in the Constitution. Police
have been transformed into extensions of the military,
towns and cities have become battlefields, and the American
people have been turned into enemy combatants, to be
spied on, tracked, scanned, frisked, searched, intimidated,
invaded, raided, manhandled, censored, silenced, shot at,
locked up and denied due process. Yet this police state
did not come about overnight. Rather, the evolution has
been so subtle that most American citizens are hardly
aware. Hardback, indexed, 337 pages, $25.

The Neoconservative Threat
to World Order: Washington’s
Perilous War for Hegemony
This stellar collection of Paul Craig Roberts essays explores
the extreme dangers in Washington’s imposition of
vassalage on other countries and Washington’s resurrection
of distrust among nuclear powers, the very distrust that
Reagan and Gorbachev worked to eliminate. The neoconservatives have become entrenched in successive American administrations, both Republican and Democratic.
Their ideology of U.S. global hegemony, the doctrine
that no other power will be allowed to arise that could
constrain U.S. unilateral action, has become a foundation
of U.S. foreign policy and has led to reckless intervention
in Ukraine and an irresponsible assault on Russian national
interests. These events have impelled Roberts, after an illustrious career in government and journalism, to write
this enlightening book. Softcover, 308 pages, $25.

A Government of Wolves:
The Emerging American Police State
John W. Whitehead charts America’s transition from a
society governed by “we the people” to a police state
governed by the strong arm of the law. Whitehead believes
that the American people are in grave danger of losing
their basic liberties. The simple fact is that the Constitution—and in particular the Bill of Rights—is being undermined on virtually every front. Indeed, everything
America was founded upon is being challenged. This
book has been hailed by those on the left and right due to
its masterful chronicling of America’s shift away from the
rule of law and the Constitution. Whitehead also offers a
call to action. Hardback, 288 pages, $25.

Conspiracy Facts: Neocons Unmasked
If you really want to know what is taking place and who is
causing it to happen in the 21st century, you need to read
this book. It is an exposé of a thousand years of true
history never revealed by the controlled major mass
media, with over 45 riveting chapters by patriotic authors
and independent blogs never before available in book
form. Featuring Cushman Cunningham, author, World
War II pathfinder and Harvard graduate, this one-of-akind volume of true history is augmented by many visuals
including maps, graphs, photos, captions and charts that
will further educate the readers. Also includes an article
penned by Victor Thorn about the 1967 USS Liberty
attack. This is a book you need to read and pass on to a
friend: Neoconservative isn’t conservative at all. Its basic
tenets rest on a plank of radicalism, perpetual war and uncontrolled debt. It is the movement of the New World
Order and, thus, many of its adherents have no loyalty to
the United States. Softcover, 351 pages, $19.

On the Road to American Socialism:
A Christian Perspective
By Al Hays, Ph.D. Any prediction of a pending economic
or social disaster is often difficult for people to accept if
enough evidence is not available to support it. In this
case, evidence is plentiful. History teaches that socialism
always brings wars, chaos, hunger, poverty, extreme
sacrifice and social upheaval. But socialism is always sold
as a fair answer to human problems. In this case the
evidences show that socialism is alive and well here in
America, and has been so for decades, though not always
openly visible or recognizable. This book was written to
examine each of the goals and intentions of socialism, and
how well it has accomplished those goals in America.
Softcover, 377 pages, $25.
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The Ron Paul Revolution: The Speeches
and Writings of Congressman Ron Paul
An important compilation of speeches and writings from
America-first former congressman and presidential candidate
Rep. Ron Paul on a wide range of important topics.
Perfect for introducing others to the politics of Ron Paul
or familiarizing yourself even better with his constitutional
ideology—and why he has such a huge following. Edited
by Christopher Petherick. Foreword by Charlotte Iserbyt.
Softcover, 286 pages, $25.

Out of Debt, Out of Danger—
Proposals for Tomorrow’s Money
Here’s the book by former Congressman Jerry Voorhis
that blew the lid off the Federal Reserve scam. Voorhis
adamantly opposed the Federal Reserve on both constitutional and ethical grounds, and authored revolutionary
legislation to transform it from a debt-spawning leviathan
into a true servant of the people. A real history of money
from an American historical view from Jackson to Lincoln
to FDR and beyond—and a book that actually offers us
some real alternatives to the banking scam. Softcover,
286 pages, $25.

Eagles Are Gathering
By former presidential candidate Merlin Miller. This is
the story of one American’s journey from rural Iowa to
West Point to Hollywood and back again in search of the
American dream—a dream all Americans once held in
common and expected to achieve in their lifetimes. But
something happened along the way. For far too many
Americans, this dream has slipped through their fingers
due to no fault of their own. But what can the average
American do? Contained here are the answers found on
Miller’s amazing life journey. This is a book that will
change people’s minds and inspire them to fight for a
better America. Softcover, 241 pages, $20.

America’s Racial Powder Keg:
How a Violent Dependency State Has
Been Created in the Black Community
Compiled and edited by Victor Thorn. After being
promised a “post-racial” America by Barack Obama, this
nation has instead seen cities set ablaze, anarchy in the
streets, police officers assassinated in cold blood and
violence directed against innocent whites. Rather than
trying to temper this outrageous behavior, Obama and
his cronies, including former Attorney General Eric
Holder, gave their none-too-subtle nod of approval by
associating with greedy race-peddlers like Al Sharpton.
Spearheading a grievance industry that’s based upon an

overt hatred of whites dating back hundreds of years,
Sharpton and company have become fabulously wealthy
as their black followers spiral toward destruction. America’s
Racial Powder Keg examines this phenomenon like no
mainstream book has the courage to do. Softcover, 149
pages, $20.

Did the “Islamic State” spring full-blown into spontaneous
being as the fanatical scourge of the Middle East, or was
it helped along by state sponsors? In ISIS Is Us, a panel of
cutting-edge researchers tells what ISIS really is, and
what has been going on secretly in Iraq, Syria, and Libya.
The conclusion: ISIS is Iran-Contra all over again—it is
the United States that has kept ISIS going. Softcover,
270 pages, $20.

amazing collection of old-fashioned, hard-hitting investigative reporting is how we make Hillary and Bill (and
every enemy of the truth) stop their celebration and
start quaking again at the mention of Victor Thorn.
The trilogy came in at 614 pages. Here is a partial table
of contents of the subjects covered: The real Benghazi
scandal; The Obamacare scam; Scientist killed to hide
revolutionary fuel technology; Obama’s alternative energy
scams; Protesting patriot ranchers speak to Thorn; Continuing mysteries surrounding the 9/11 attacks; The
Fukushima power plant disaster; Why George Soros
wants to incite a race war; The race hustlers profiting
from black-white conflict; Hillary Clinton’s incestuous
ties to Wall Street; How Hillary silenced Bill’s victims;
much more. Three softcover volumes, 614 total pages
all from the great Victor Thorn. $25 per volume OR
$65 for the entire three-volume set. Save $10.

GLADIO:
NATO’S Dagger at the Heart of Europe

Final Judgment Two-Volume
Commemorative Edition

ISIS IS US: The Shocking
Truth Behind the Army of Terror

By Richard Cottrell. Wet works, false flags, assassinations,
and subversion pin Europe down as a U.S. colony. NATO
death squads masquerade as a rear guard against a possible
communist takeover, but are in reality a hideous cancer
poisoning European democracy. NATO’s dirty war projects
have included the Italian Strategy of Tension, the Red
Brigades and Baader Meinhof/Red Army Faction, the
Banco Ambrosiano scandal, the deaths of Italian ex-PM
Aldo Moro, banker Roberto Calvi, media magnate Robert
Maxwell, Swedish PM Olaf Palme, and “The Umbrella
Murder”; also the attempt on Pope John Paul II’s life,
the sex snare set for British PM Harold Wilson, and the
Cyprus partition and genocide. Gladio architect Lyman
Lemnitzer is implicated in the 1944 reintroduction of the
Mafia into Sicily and the murders of the Kennedy brothers.
Covert NATO operations were behind the fall of the
Soviet Union, the color revolutions of Eastern Europe
and North Africa, and the massacres of August 2011 in
Norway and Libya. Softcover, 498 pages, $25.

The THORN Trilogy
Victor Thorn: During his career, this fearless researcher
gored more sacred cows and made more high-profile
enemies than any investigative journalist in history. Some
of them were very powerful people. These high-level
criminals would like nothing more than to see Victor’s
memory fade into the sunset. But we refuse to let that
happen. One of the primary goals of this project was to
publish a three-volume book series of over 600 pages
long, each book containing about 200 pages of uncensored
Victor Thorn writings. Simply called THORN, this

In this two-volume book set, late investigative journalist
Michael Collins Piper documents that JFK’s efforts to
prevent Israel from building nuclear weapons of mass
destruction played a key role in the conspiracy behind
his assassination. Elements of the CIA and organized
crime were involved in the JFK conspiracy, but the role
of Israel’s intelligence agency, the Mossad, was the longsuppressed “missing link” that was finally unveiled in
this titanic work. Now in two volumes, this extraordinary
work demonstrates beyond any doubt that the Israeli
connection to the murder of JFK is the common thread
that ties together the whole plot. Final Judgment: Volume
I contains the main text of the book plus Mike’s amazing
photo section (softcover, 425 pages). Final Judgment:
Volume 2 comprises the 10 extremely detailed appendices
referenced again and again in the main body of the book
(softcover, 374 pages). Final Judgment Commemorative Edition: Two volumes, 799 total pages—$45.

Charge by phone by calling
1-888-699-6397 toll free:
Monday-Thursday 9-5 ET.
Send orders to AFP, 117 La Grange
Avenue, La Plata, MD 20646.
Shop online at
www.AmericanFreePress.net
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Cutting-Edge Health Books
Nourishing Diets: How Paleo, Ancestral & Traditional Peoples Really Ate

Stop the Thyroid Madness II:
Challenging Ineffective Treatments

Healing Arthritis: Your 3-Step Guide
to Conquering Arthritis Naturally

This book asks dieters to look back to their ancestors’
eating habits to discover a “new” way to eat that shuns
grains, most dairy, and processed foods. The Paleo
craze has taken over the world. Bestselling author Sally
Fallon Morell explores what our ancestors from around
the globe really ate—and how this can help us be better
nourished, today. This book explores the diets of our
primitive ancestors from pre-industrialized Europe to
areas where people live 100 years or more. Fallon
Morell points readers to what they should be eating—
the key principles of traditional diets from across cultures—and offers recipes to help translate these ideas to
the modern cook. Softcover, 288 pages, $26.

Janie Bowthorpe has assembled contributions from over
a dozen medical professionals. Each practitioner brings
years of insight into their chapters. You’ll read about the
functional approach to thyroid disease, how stress affects
the patient, the superior treatment of desiccated thyroid,
why the TSH lab test is inadequate, what “normal” really
doesn’t mean when it comes to lab work, the importance
of nutrition, Hashimoto’s version of hypothyroidism,
gluten and nutritional issues, thyroid toxicity, the reverse
T3 problem, how MTHFR and methylation blockages
can affect patients, and an understanding of why patients
end up with low cortisol. Softcover, 346 pages, $25.

Here is an amazing three-step guide to eliminate the
disease naturally. Arthritis is the most common cause of
disability in the world—greater than both back pain and
heart disease. One example, rheumatoid arthritis, is the
most common autoimmune disease, affecting 1% of the
U.S. population, and almost 68 million people worldwide.
Conventional medicine tends to treat arthritis with strong,
gut-damaging, immune-suppressing pain medications,
temporarily relieving the symptoms of the disease without
addressing its root causes. Dr. Susan Blum offers a better
approach. Hardback, 368 pages, $28.

Natural Therapies for
Emphysema & COPD

The complete guide to the many uses and benefits of colloidal silver! Colloidal silver was widely used as a natural
antibiotic and antiviral until the mid-20th century when
its use was overshadowed by the development of pharmaceutical antibiotics. Now with the rise of antibioticresistant infections, colloidal silver has reentered the sights
of medical researchers, alternative health practitioners,
and those looking to take control of their own health. In
this practical guide, the authors explore the many uses
and benefits of colloidal silver. Softcover, 160 pages, $15.

Undoctored: Why Health Care Has
Failed You and How You Can Become
Smarter Than Your Doctor
In Undoctored, Dr. William Davishe goes beyond ousting
of grains from your diet to help you take charge of your
own health. This exposé reveals how millions of people
are given dietary recommendations crafted by big
business, are prescribed unnecessary medications, and
undergo unwarranted procedures to feed revenuehungry healthcare systems. With Undoctored, the code
to healthcare has been cracked—and this book will
help you create a comprehensive program to reduce,
reverse, and cure hundreds of common health conditions
and break your dependence on prescription drugs.
Hardback, 330 pages, $28.

You Can Fix Your Brain: Just One Hour
a Week to Your Best Memory & Sleep
By Tom O’Bryan. Foreword by Mark Hyman. We’ve all
experienced brain fog—misplaced keys, forgotten facts, a
general feeling that you’re “off” today. And many of us
will experience that “fog” manifesting as something more
permanent—either in ourselves or loved ones. No matter
what your brain health state, You Can Fix Your Brain will
enable you to take concrete steps that will make an
immediate difference in your brain’s vitality, clarity, and
energy. Your memory will improve, fogginess will disappear,
and you’ll be less tired. Softcover, 400 pages, $27.

Here is the first book to address emphysema and
chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) from a
nutritional and alternative medicine approach. It explains
the benefits of detoxification, dietary changes, and food
combining and details 45 suggested herbs and 26 nutritional supplements as well as information on how to
stop smoking. In Natural Therapies for Emphysema and
COPD, Robert Green shows that alternative wholistic
therapies ranging from herbs to homeopathy offer great
promise in relieving COPD’s debilitating symptoms.
Softcover, 196 pages, $17.

Super Immunity: The Essential Nutrition
Guide for Boosting Your Body’s Defense
to Live Longer, & Disease Free
Dr. Joel Fuhrman offers a nutritional guide to help you
live longer, stronger, and disease free. Dr. Fuhrman
doesn’t believe the secret to staying healthy lies in medical
care—rather, the solution is to change the way we eat.
With more than 85 delicious, plant-based recipes, a twoweek menu plan, and lists of super foods that boost immunity, Fuhrman’s proven strategies combine the latest
data from clinical tests, nutritional research, and results
from thousands of patients. Fans of natural health will appreciate this practical plan to prevent and reverse disease—no shots, drugs nor sick days! Easy to understand
for non-medical readers. Softcover, 304 pages, $16.

Colloidal Silver: The Natural Antibiotic

Herbs for Healthy Aging: Natural
Prescriptions for Vibrant Health
Medical herbalist David Hoffmann discusses how to
maintain the body’s vitality as we age and how to treat
and prevent the health concerns brought about by aging.
He provides herbal treatments to restore and protect
each of the body’s major systems—from the muscles,
bones, and digestive system to the pulmonary, cardiovascular,
and reproductive organs—as well as herbal remedies for
ailments such as prostate enlargement, hot flashes, hypertension, insomnia, bronchitis, varicose veins, and arthritis.
He shows how herbs can help minimize dependence on
conventional treatments and provide a safe and welcome
alternative to the unpleasant and sometimes dangerous
side effects of synthetic drugs. In the materia medica,
Hoffmann details more than 150 health-promoting herbs
and their actions on the body and mind, preparation
methods, and recommended dosages. Softcover, 384
pages, $16.
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The High Blood Pressure Solution:
A Scientifically Proven Program for
Preventing Strokes and Heart Disease

Nathaniel Altman explores the medicinal uses of honey
and how these remedies can be used at home. Softcover,
258 pages, $16.

High blood pressure is entirely preventable, without reliance on synthetic drugs. Dr. Moore’s approach is
simple: By maintaining the proper ratio of potassium to
sodium in the diet, blood pressure can be regulated at
the cellular level, preventing the development of hypertension and the high incidence of strokes and heart
attacks associated with it. Dr. Moore outlines a safe,
effective program that focuses on nutrition, weight loss,
and exercise to bring the entire body chemistry into
balance. For those on blood pressure medications, he
includes a chapter on working with your physician to
ensure that any reduction in drugs can be done safely.
Softcover, 400 pages, $17.

Cure Your Child With Food:
The Hidden Connection Between Nutrition and Childhood Ailments

Healing Spices: How to Use 50
Everyday & Exotic Spices to Boost
Health & Beat Disease
Bharat B. Aggarwal, Ph.D. with Debra Yost. Breakthrough
scientific research is finding that spices—even more
than herbs, fruits and vegetables—are loaded with antioxidants and other unique health-enhancing compounds.
Studies of dietary patterns around the world confirm
that spice-consuming populations have the lowest incidence of such life-threatening illnesses as heart disease,
cancer, diabetes and Alzheimer’s. The world’s foremost
experts on the therapeutic use of culinary spices take an
in-depth look at 50 different spices and their curative
qualities. Starting with ajowan and ending with wasabi,
each entry gives a significant amount of information,
including: what the spice is made up of; what it
does/heals/prevents; what spices it pairs best with;
foods it works well with; and a recipe and how-to-buythe-spice section. The book offers spice “prescriptions”—categorized by health condition—to match the
right spice to a specific ailment. Hardcover with dust
jacket, 336 pages, $25.

The Honey Prescription: The Amazing
Power of Honey as Medicine
Honey was an ingredient in medicinal compounds and
cures made by Egyptian physicians 5,000 years ago,
and its medical use has been found in other ancient
practices, from traditional Chinese medicine and Indian
Ayurveda to Mayan shamanism. In the past 10 years
there has been an explosion in scientific research on
honey as medicine at universities, research centers, and
medical clinics. Presenting the very latest scientific and
medical evidence of the healing properties of honey,

By Kelly Dorfman. This is for every parent whose
child suffers from mood swings, stomachaches, ear
infections, eczema, anxiety, tantrums, ADD/ADHD,
picky eating, asthma, lack of growth and a host of
other physical, behavioral and developmental problems.
Cure Your Child With Food shows parents how to uncover the clues behind their children’s nutritionbased health issues and implement simple treatments.
You’ll discover how zinc deficiency can cause picky
eating and affect growth, the panoply of problems
caused by gluten and dairy, how ear infections and
mood disorders can be a sign of food intolerance,
plus, how to soothe hyperactivity with simple strategies.
Softcover, 386 pages, $15.

Food Additives: A Shoppers Guide
to What’s Safe & What’s Not!
This pocket-sized paperback reveals what food manufacturers don’t want you to know about their products.
It shows you how to find the truth behind deceptive
food packaging. You will learn how to confidently
read labels so that you will know how healthy a food
really is and if it contains dangerous ingredients. This
book classifies over 1,000 commonly used food additives
according to safety, whether they may cause allergic reactions, and if they are Generally Recognized as Safe
by the FDA. In just seconds, the average person can
determine if the food they’re buying contains dangerous
substances. Softcover, 128 pages, $10.

The Arthritis Bible: A Comprehensive
Guide to Alternative Therapies
For those suffering from arthritis, gout and fibromyalgia,
The Arthritis Bible is the most complete resource to
available treatments—both alternative and conventional.
Forty-three million Americans—one in six—are afflicted
with arthritis, yet the traditional medical community
continues to offer only a limited number of treatments.
And while many alternative therapies provide relief, too
many have taken the wrong approach. The Arthritis
Bible supplies the latest wisdom on conventional drugs,
exercise, physical therapy, diet, vitamins and minerals,
herbs, nutraceuticals, homeopathy, and folk remedies.
Softcover, 272 pages, $15.
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Two Non-Chinese
Vitamin C Products
Cardio-C Pauling-Therapy
Vitamin C Drink Mix
Cardio-C™ (Pauling-therapy) Drink Mix
provides Linus Pauling’s specific vitamin C and
lysine recommendations for the prevention and
treatment of chronic cardiovascular disease.
Vitamin C is China-FREE™ Quali-C® The
pleasant tasting Cardio-C drink mix powder
provides 30 servings and a scoop. The formula
includes the important amino acid proline. No
excipients. Add one or two scoops to a tall
glass of water and reap the benefits. 1 to 2
jars Cardio-C Pauling-Therapy Drink Mix
recommended per month. Two jars provides
Nobel Prize winner Linus Pauling’s minimum
therapeutic amounts of both vitamin C and
lysine. $40 per jar.

ALL-C Vitamin C Capsules
(Quali-C®, non-Chinese)
ALL-C Vitamin C Capsule product is a topnotch DSM Quali-C vitamin C in plant-based
capsules. Ascorbyl palmitate (another form of
vitamin C) is the only filler required for manufacturing. Take advantage of this opportunity
to purchase the best vitamin C (non-Chinese)
at affordable prices. The vitamin C as ascorbic
acid and sodium ascorbate is made from China-FREE™ European Quali-C® is guaranteed
“not made in China,” is certified GMO-free,
and has been tested to be 100% corn free.
120 capsules per bottle. $29.

——
Note: If you don’t want to buy vitamin C from
AMERICAN FREE PRESS, the only other vendor we recommend at this time is Carotec Inc. in Naples, Florida,
co-founded by alternative health legend Tom Valentine.
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Thought-Provoking DVDs from AFP
Humanity Insanity
NEW! Fifty billion dollars’ worth of food is wasted
each year; that’s half of all the food produced on Earth
thrown away while millions die hungry. World waste
has reached a tipping point revealing that we are engaging in a level of consumerism that is killing us slowly as
we succumb to a massive conspiracy created to make
more and more money and to maintain power within
the ruling elite. This is a shocking exposé into the gargantuan waste and damage to our ecosystems. DVD,
70 minutes plus special features, $20.

Mind Control: The MKULTRA Files
NEW! The quest to conquer the human mind was attempted by the Central Intelligence Agency shortly after
the end of WWII, with the creation of Project MKULTRA.
Comprised of 149 sub-projects, the goal of this program
was to study the effects of drugs and different types of
radical procedures on unwitting civilians in order to
better understand how to create and interrogate spies
during the Cold War. The results and actions taken by
numerous agencies, doctors and scientists over a 30-year
period would come to light to Congress in the 1977
Church Committee hearings as some of the most
shocking and bizarre studies ever perpetrated by a democratic government on its own people. Features an
exclusive interview by renowned trauma expert Dr. Colin
Ross. DVD, 75 minutes plus special features, $20.

Mind Control: HAARP
and the Future of Technology
NEW! HAARP is a large antenna array system designed
and built in the 1980s and intended as a military defense
project against Russian missile attacks. Some of the secondary features of the HAARP system however, proved
to be more interesting than simply radar and communications disruption. By focusing resonant frequencies
into the ionosphere, HAARP can create signals of extreme low frequency that can actually affect the human
brain. The discovery of this technology has lead the military and the private sector to explore technologies that
use resonant frequencies to effect how people think and
feel. DVD, 70 minutes plus special features, $20.

Mind Control:
The Trance-Formation of America
NEW! Explore the shocking story of trauma and sexual abuse used on two innocent American victims as
highly effective mind-control techniques. Powerful factions have viciously exploited these methods for thousands of years as forms of interrogation and torture.
Mark Phillips and Cathy O’Brien tell their story of

being part of a sexual- and trauma-based mind control
program. As a child, O’Brien was raised in an abusive
family and was used in covert government programs as
a drug trafficker and sex slave. Phillips, who used to
work for various government agencies, including the
CIA as a mind-control programmer, helped to free
Cathy and her daughter Kelly from their abusers. DVD,
70 minutes plus special features, $20.

Tesla Declassified
NEW! Nikola Tesla was an epic figure like no other.
His inventions are directly responsible for our modern
world of technology and are even more amazing almost
100 years later. From wireless power to cellular phones,
Tesla was light years ahead of his time. New research
exposes that he may have indeed had other worldly
guidance and that the ruling elite were terrified that
their control of the planet would be jeopardized if his
ideas and inventions were to get into enemy hands.
Exposed secrets have made us see this man in a new
way. DVD, 67 minutes plus special features, $15.

An Artificial Reality
NEW! We live in an artificially created dream state that
controls every aspect of our lives. As willing participants, we are journeying down a rabbit hole that leads
to artificial control of our minds at the hands of the
new elite, funded by an ancient regime whose master
plan is in full effect with a global mind manipulation
agenda like never before. This system at large ensures
that we breed, work, and pay to feed the machine we
are all beholden to. But experts say our world is reaching a tipping point. The time is now to regain our footing and reclaim our lives by cancelling out a world gone
mad. DVD, 67 minutes plus special features, $15.

A False Reality
NEW! The very toys we are given to play with are manufactured to control our minds. The food we are given
poisons us and ensnares us in a cycle of addiction. The
system around us ensures we have no choice but to learn
the teachings of an elite that wishes to maintain control
over us. By using their own methods against them, we
can reveal their subtle ways. The simplest methods, such
as AIDA are used every moment of every day. It begins
with A, Attention. They then keep our I, Interest and
build a D, Desire and call us to A, Action. Whether it is
work, play or war, these methods are employed to control
us and we don’t even realize it. From television to the
internet, from books to music, from groceries to energy,
from politics to religion, our lives are not our own. DVD,
60 minutes plus special features, $15.

A World Ruled by Evil
All of our lives are being affected members of an elite
group. Their ancestors plotted and schemed just as they
are doing today. They affect all levels of society from
lawmakers and enforcers, to religious and political leaders, to movie makers and media moguls, as well as industrial giants and pharmaceutical billionaires. Through
clever manipulation, marketing, propaganda and force,
they control the world, but they aren’t the politicians
you’re thinking of—they are pawns themselves. These
people are members of a long line, a golden thread
through history that stretches back thousands of years.
DVD, 60 minutes plus special features, $15.

Aliens at the Pentagon
NEW! For years, the U.S. government denied they
investigated UFOs, so when the existence of a secret
Pentagon program to study the phenomenon was
revealed in late 2017, the bombshell revelation made
headline news. Known as the Advanced Aerospace
Threat Identification Program (AATIP), this multi-million dollar classified program researched and investigated UFOs, with even Congress knowing nothing about
it. Nick Pope used to investigate UFOs and other unexplained phenomena for the British government—he’s
“the real Fox Mulder.” Now Pope exposes the secretive
workings of the Pentagon’s real-life X-Files unit. DVD,
70 minutes plus special features, $20.

A One World Agenda: The Illuminati

NEW! Their names have changed, their faces altered
but their bloodlines remain the same. We see glimpses
of their great and far-reaching power, we see revolutions
and war, and we succumb to their propaganda and manipulation again and again. Most have no idea that they
are under the spell. In the 18th century, they emerged
into the spotlight briefly to bring about worldwide cataclysmic change and they called themselves the Illuminati. Quickly they spread and embedded themselves and
their ideals within other secret societies and have infiltrated every aspect of society on all sides of the fence.
This is the story of the world’s most powerful secret
and sacred order. DVD, 60 minutes, $15.

Conspiracy Chronicles:
Beyond the Veil of Deception
Experience three unique exposés: Conspiracy Planet:
Examine the motivations behind the centuries old nefarious war for control that has been in motion since
ancient times. View the evidence that Earth is a prison
planet being controlled by outside forces beyond our
understanding. The Indigo Man: Jason was born with
exceptional multi-dimensional abilities, and at an early
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age he was deemed an Indigo Child. A fascinating account of the strange events in one man’s journey. Mind
Control Experiments: At the end of WWII, the U.S.
government extracted Nazi scientists from Germany—
a project still ongoing. DVD, 200 minutes, $20.

The New World Order:
The Conspiracy To Rule Your Mind
Discover how the ruling elite have established global
domination and the ability to affect the thoughts,
decisions, and worldview of human beings across the
globe by systematically infiltrating the media, academia, industry, military, and political factions under the
guise of upholding democracy. It’s a brainwashing of
unprecedented proportions—the biggest conspiracy
of all! DVD, 180 minutes, $20.

Conspiracies of the Ancient World
This comprehensive film contains intense research
from some of the world’s leading authors on ancient
mysteries. Robert Bauval reveals his research into the
hidden legacy of ancient Egypt. Almost everything we
once believed about the origins of civilization is challenged with a startling revelation. Philip Gardiner
exposes the biggest religious cover-up in history as he
provides evidence for a worldwide annihilation of serpent worshiping practices. Explore the secrets
brought back by the Knight’s Templar and the truth
of secret societies. DVD, 200 minutes, $20.

Conspiracy of Lies: Flight 370 To 9/11
Since 9/11, our nation’s police appear more like a military force than peace officers. We have seen the creation of Homeland Security, the TSA and the USA
PATRIOT Act, all as a result of this one event, yet no
one can explain why Building 7, which was not hit by
a plane, collapsed along with the Twin Towers. We
have now discovered the NSA does spy on every
American citizen and the national media covers up the
New World Order. Col. Philip Corso on his deathbed
claimed that the military had indeed reverse-engineered alien spacecraft and that he was responsible for
disseminating the technology into the military-industrial complex. He also claimed he was aware of a secretive UFO controlling committee made up primarily of
very high-ranking military officers and intelligence
people. His nickname for this group was “The Unholy
Thirteen.” DVD, 60 minutes, $15. Limited stock.

Bilderberg: The Movie
NEW! Bilderberg: The Movie is a documentary film
about the origins, development and expansion of one
of the most elitist and secret organizations in today’s
world: The Bilderberg Group. Once a year, the most
powerful people on the planet meet behind closed
doors. The group is comprised of prime ministers,
presidents, and the wealthiest CEOs of the world, all
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coming together to discuss the economic and political
future of humanity. The alternative press has never
been allowed to attend nor have statements ever been
released on the attendee discussions, which have ramifications for the citizens of the world. Delving into a
world once shrouded in mystery and impenetrable
security, Bilderberg: The Movie provides a fascinating
account of the annual meetings of the Bilderberg
Group. DVD, 60 minutes, $25.

Conspiracy Theories:
The Sinister Plot to Dominate Mankind
Richard Wilson talks about his work to debunk conspiracy theorists. Which ones can he debunk? Which
ones stand the test? Which ones is he wrong about?
Also, Phil Booth explains his campaign against mandatory ID cards. Together they speak about conspiracy
theories and theorists. An interesting angle on conspiracy research—one might say a “counterpoint” —we
thought AFP readers would be interested in testing.
Featuring Nick Margerrison, Phil Booth and Richard
Wilson. DVD, 48 minutes, $20.

Take Back Your Power: Smart Meters
Josh del Sol’s award-winning documentary investigates
so-called “smart” utility meters, uncovering shocking
evidence of in-home privacy invasions, increased utility
bills, health and environmental harm, fires, and
unprecedented hacking vulnerability. Utilities and governments are reaching into your own home, through
fast-tracked “smart” meters and spy-ready technology.
At stake is in-home surveillance, skyrocketing bills,
emerging health risks and hacking vulnerabilities. With
compelling insight from whistleblowers, government
agents, lawyers, environmentalists, and doctors. 2
DVDs, 88 minutes, $25.

Vaxxed—The Movie
From Cover-Up to Catastrophe
In 2013, biologist Dr. Brian Hooker received a call
from a senior scientist at the U.S. CDC who led the
2004 study on the Measles vaccine and its link to autism.
Dr. William Thompson confessed that the CDC had
omitted crucial data in its report that revealed a causal
relationship between the MMR vaccine and autism.
Over several months, Hooker records the phone calls
made to him by Thompson who provides the confidential
data destroyed by his colleagues. Hooker enlisted the
help of Dr. Andrew Wakefield, the British gastroenterologist
falsely accused of starting the anti-vax movement when
he first reported in 1998 that the MMR vaccine may
cause autism. Wakefield directs this documentary,
examining the evidence behind an appalling cover-up
committed by the government agency charged with
protecting the health of all American citizens. Interviews
with pharmaceutical insiders, doctors, politicians, and
parents of vaccine-injured kids. DVD, 91 minutes, $25.
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The Trayvon Hoax: Unmasking the
Witness Fraud That Divided America
NEW! By examining Trayvon Martin’s 750-page cell
phone records, Joel Gilbert discovers that the key witness
for the prosecution of George Zimmerman, 18-year-old
Rachel Jeantel, was a fraud. It was, in fact, a different
girl who was on the phone with Trayvon just before he
was shot. She was the 16-year-old named Diamond
Eugene whose recorded conversation with attorney Benjamin Crump ignited the public, swayed President
Obama, and provoked the nation’s media to demand
Zimmerman’s arrest. Gilbert’s painstaking research takes
him through the high schools of Miami, into the back
alleys of Little Haiti, and finally to Florida State University
where he finds Trayvon’s real girlfriend, the real phone
witness and confirms his revelations with forensic handwriting analysis and DNA testing. Gilbert then reconstructs
the true story of Trayvon Martin’s troubled teenage life
and tragic death. In the process, he exposes in detail the
most consequential hoax in recent American judicial
history. DVD, 120 minutes—$19. s

AUDIO BOOKS on CD

Listen to professional narrators read some of
our great books on CD! Refer to the listed page
numbers below for descriptions of the book that is
being read. (Require MP3 compatible CD player.)

Chaos: Charles Manson, the CIA and
the Secret History of the Sixties Audio Book
16.25 hours—$35. See page B-1.
——

The Russia Hoax: The Illicit Scheme
to Clear Hillary Clinton and
Frame Donald Trump
8.5 hours—$35.
——

Rogue Spooks: The Intel War on Trump
8 hours—$29. See page B-5.
——

All Out War: The Plot to Destroy Trump
6.75 hours—$25. See page B-5.
——

Secret Empires: How the American
Political Class Hides Corruption
and Enriches Family and Friends
7 hours—$30. See page B-4.
——

Hate Crime Hoax: How the Left
Is Selling a Fake Race War
9.5 hours—$30. See page B-3.
——

Permanent Record

11.5 hours—$40. See page B-1.
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USE THIS FORM TO ORDER YOUR BOOKS & VIDEOS! FREE S&H ON ORDERS OVER $200 IN U.S.
QTY

ITEM DESCRIPTION

PRICE EA.

TOTAL

BONUS: FREE S&H INSIDE U.S.—ORDERS
OVER $200. Offer expires December 31, 2019.

SUPER BONUS: AFP will send you a FREE
AFP Gift Certificate worth $15, $20 or $25 for different levels of purchases . . .

SPECIAL FREE GIFT CERTIFICATES you
can use on any items offered by AMERICAN
FREE PRESS or the AFP BOOKSTORE . . .
BONUS: I HAVE SPENT:
❏ $100 to $149—Send a $15 gift certificate.
❏ $150 to $249—Send a $20 gift certificate.
❏ $250 and up—Send a $25 gift certificate.

SHIPPING & HANDLING:
❏ I HAVE SPENT $200 OR MORE IN THE U.S.
I ENCLOSE NOTHING FOR S&H. (U.S. ONLY)
❏ I HAVE SPENT UNDER $200. I ADD:
❏ $4 S&H ON ORDERS UP to $25 in U.S.
❏ $6 S&H FROM to $25.01 to $50 in U.S.
❏ $8 S&H from $50.01 TO $75 in U.S.
❏ $10 S&H OVER $75 in U.S.
OUTSIDE U.S. EMAIL BOOKSTORE@AMERICANFREEPRESS.NET

❏ SEND ME 10 COPIES OF THIS ISSUE WITH THIS
CATALOG FREE to hand out—$15 ppd.

I ENCLOSE A TOTAL OF: $ _______
❏ CHECK/MO ❏ CASH

❏ CREDIT CARD

Card # ____________________________________
Expires _________ Security Code ______________
Phone ___________________________________
Name_____________________________________
Address ___________________________________
City _______________________________________
State, Zip __________________________________
AFPRC MEMBERSHIP ID # (if you took your 10%
AFPRC discount) ____________________________

SUBTOTAL

AFP READERSHIP COUNCIL MEMBERS
may take 10% off all items
AFPRC MEMBERS TAKE 10% OFF
listed in this book catalog!
ADD S&H*
*FREE USPS S&H ON ALL U.S. ORDERS OVER $200 until Dec.
31, 2019. After that date add S&H in the U.S: Add $4 S&H on
orders up to $25. Add $6 S&H from $25.01 to $50. Add $8 S&H
from $50.01 to $75. Add a flat $10 on orders over $75. Outside the
U.S. email Bookstore@americanfreepress.net for S&H.

TOTAL $

Return form with payment to: AFP BOOKSTORE, 117
La Grange Avenue, La Plata, MD 20646. Call AFP toll
free at 1-888-699-6397 to charge. Place orders early if
they are gifts to ensure timely delivery. Dependent
upon availability. We must receive your order by Dec.
7, 2019 so books arrive in time for Christmas giving.
Outside the United States email
Bookstore@americanfreepress.net for S&H.

1-888-699-6397 to charge toll free!

